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About This Content

In Thank You: The Game 3, you play a man who has dedicated his life to helping strangers by answering their most important
deep life changing queries and helping them in their most precious times of need like helping someone find their keys and

rescuing a kitten from a tree.
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thank you the game 3

I played this game back when it was new, it was an amazing experience!
I've just spent 2 hours trying to get multiplayer to work with a friend (we are on the same lan), we tried pretty much everything,
including game ranger, but after 2 hours we've just given up. respect for u bro <3. It's not like it used to be the platforming got
way more slippery and you can't even jump most of the time because you get stuck on the ground for no reason whatsoever. the
villagers are not black. What the ♥♥♥♥ kind of DLC is this? Also portugese are OP.. I was not sure at first to buy this game or
not, but after reading alot of the developper post, and on the forum, I do believe that after that much time, updating the engine,
and still dedicating himself with updates, once couple weeks, by adding a lot of content and bug fixing, this will be a great game
that people will be talking about.

Any fan of Factorio will like this game; it is the same ressource, management, survival feeling but in 3D! After putting +30
hours in my first week, I cannot wait for the next update to discover what will be delivered.

The endgame require majors steps to be able to accomplish it and before you know it, you will see yourself immerged in this 3D
world, building your base to provide everything you need to craft the next component. What is amazing, is this feeling of
building the "facility", and even if this was criticised by some people, I did really enjoyed putting every single piece of wire or
water pipe under the fondation, or in the roof of my "rafinery", oh and dont forget the air vent if you dont want to run out of
oxygen!

To summarize: If you can pass by the bugs, that you like Factorio, and would like to try it in 3D, than this game will take
couples of hours from you ! I am sure this will be a blast once completed!. This is the game that taught me I don't like the point
& click adventure genre unless it's comedy, because oh man, who cares, honestly?
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this made me suicidal. I got this game for only a dollar. My hope was to get a few minutes of finished game but 30 seconds in
you can tell the game is only half done the graphics arnt territble but theres no direction and everyone is awkwardly silent. I was
expecting something fun for a buck but instead got a broken game.. While the game does have promise, it needs a lot of work.

The interface is very awkward. You cannot Mouse Look with the cursor. You will have to toggle between cursor and
moving/turning. You can only place items/build with the cursor, but if you need to turn the camera, you have to toggle out of
cursor mode, turn, toggle back to cursor and begin again. The toggle is the space bar.......which for every other game should be
to jump. If, like me, you attempt to jump, you may lose your ability to turn...until you try to jump again. And you cannot select
anything in your environment if you have your turn/move mode on. You cannot scroll along your inventory bar. Scroll only
zooms.

The instructions, while written in English, are written by someone who does not speak English very well (at all? *cough Google
Translate*). Very confusing. And a lot is left for you to figure out. Not necessarily a bad thing, although if you are already
frustrated.......

Starting a new game while exiting out of an old game will give you the same inventory in the new game as in the old. Will also
give you the same health and oxygen......bad if you are running out of both as you will not have time to do anything about it.. I
purchased this game under the pretense that there would be some "game" aspect to it, where there are goals or courses, and
props are unlocked as you accomplish more things. I didn't initially realize this is purely a sandbox game. There are no aspects
of training your corgi, as your dog is perfectly trained from the beginning. There's no interaction with the dog, like giving treats
or petting. You have all the props to use from the beginning. I'd love to be able to complete goals and unlock props one by one
so you can appreciate them more. I also felt the system to rotate and place objects was cumbersome and not fun. The one thing I
really did like was the teleportation system, which uses the grips and trigger and frees up the pad. I played this or about 10
minutes and ended up requesting a refund.. The word terrible can not even begin to describe this game, this is one of the
downright worst games i have played. I assume i got this in some sort of bundle of games, because in what state of mind would
you have to be in to purposely buy such a game. I guess the only positive is that i got it for much less than the actual price. Even
though it is unbelievably cheap.

This game is another 'not for steam game'. Things like this don't belong on steam. It's something you would find in the app store
for free, yet they are charging you for a pile of garbage that isn't even well optimised. I can not believe how such a game can get
on to steam, along with the many other games they have in this 'franchise'. For someone to enjoy sitting playing this really
baffles me.

I think my main hate towards this game is the difficulty, i love going for achievements in games and that was the main reason i
decided to finally download it on the day of this review. However, i hate achievements that require you to be in the top band of
players, now to people who enjoy this game and are thoroughly good at it, they may critcise this and just call me bad, and i can
agree, i cant even get far with my score. But for something to kill you so easily and make it so obsticles are sometimes virtually
impossible to jump over multple in quick succession, make it so that the 'Unstoppable' achievement of geting 1000 points is not
accessable to a lot of players.

On top of this, the spacing between such obsticles is horrendous, when spamming my mouse, i can't even click quick enough to
jump over the next obsticle. Whenever such come up, i have already lost. It isn't my reaction time either as there is one obsticle
with three consecutive jumps, with spikes, and you have to be perfect to get over it.

To make things worse is the lack of optimisation for this game, the fact that such a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ small game lags more than an
online shooter ceases to amaze me, this makes it impossible to even attempt to get a high score as it just kills you whenever it
wants, and for a game that relies solely on timing, it really hurts the gameplay.

In addition, just like the games prior to it, the music is awful, there are basically five songs, two of them calm and the rest fast.
Only one of them fitting the tempo and tone of the game. To just place random songs is lazy once again, but i am glad that there
are multiple songs so that it doesn't get repetetive like other games that last a while.

I noticed a lot of reviews saying this was a step up in the 'franchise' yet in my opinion, i think it is lazy. The graphics are terrible,
simple and plain. Moreover, the game is much more difficult in 3D and works much better as a 2D game.
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The sad thing is that at some point in the future i am going to have to return to this mess to attempt the achievement and i don't
know if i can take that pain again. Overall the game is an excuse of a steam game, and is totally lazy in many ways, and i would
really not recommend getting it.. Just finished up the Mafia storyline through my first playthrough.
Enjoyed the game 100%

It is absolutely hillarious and just a fun game all the way through.
There are about 4 different storylines I believe, and they are all unique. Will definetly play through this game more.. What a
beautifully strange fantasy of a game, really enjoyed my time with it. FSW is a difficult game to rate. It is a SIMULATION of
infantry tactics, not strictly a game. Careful deployment of soldiers and proper use of cover and overwatch is what will win the
day and bring them back alive at the end of the day, not heroic charge. Despite the look, this is NOT a FPS, but a third-person
game where you give commands to your four man team or split the team into two halves and have them coordinate in pausable
real-time.

The problem with this game is the commands are clunky, and the campaign is... difficult. The autosave don't seem to kick in at
the right time. Being a 2004 game graphics are subpar but good for its days, and each "level" had to be approached like a tactical
puzzle. Do you setup watch in this corner? Flank? Do you have enough ammo? Where is the CASEVAC point? Failure to use
good infantry tactics will result in massive casualties, and sometimes, even if you did use tactics, sometimes, Murphy's Law
applies and you will lose nonetheless.

So should you get this game? IMHO, no. THQ is no more and its assets had been sold off to various bidders who don't really
have any more support for it. And I personally think the FPS: Close Combat: First to Fight is a better sim for infantry tactics as
its a true FPS with squad ordering, more visceral that way.. this is an awful mod there are no seleucids no ptolomic empire or
antagonids after alexander dies there is only 4or5 factions
you can only play as macedon in the campain there is no rome or anything
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